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Developing a Commercial Strategy



About this session
• The elements of a commercial hypothesis
• First step of your commercial strategy
• Using the ‘Plan A’ hypothesis as:

– an agenda for team discussion
– a hypothesis to test
– a springboard for action, execution.
– a mechanism for learning, pivoting, abandoning!
– a framework for PoC application

• PoC application = technology + commercial 
strategy
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Some fundamentals

• You don’t have a business:
– you have a hypothesis
– hypotheses need testing….
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Hypotheses, not polished gems.
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“Instead of polishing your stone in private, only 
to discover thst your gem is a brick when it’s 
made public, agile is about getting out and 
learning how you are doing, how the team is 
doing and being willing and able to course-
correct, even when it means admitting you were 
wrong.

The focus is always on the customer”.

Microsoft Director, talking on Agile development – 12th April 2018 
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Some fundamentals

• You don’t have a business:
– you have a hypothesis
– hypotheses need testing.

• Every technology needs:
– End users who will want the ‘thing’ (will they?)
– Investors who think they’ll profit – either:
• Businesses (licensees, JV partners, corporate VC) 
• Independent (e.g. VC) investors
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The Commercial Hypothesis
• You have:

– Technology, based on great science. 
– Some advantages (e.g. IP) that gives you an advantage. 
– Some ideas about what to do with ‘it’.

• Next step – a ‘Commercial Hypothesis’ to 
complement  the technology. 

• Is part of the overall strategy
• It’s your role to develop (with TTO)
• Just five elements of a commercial hypothesis 
• Consider this simple example….
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The Technology

Carbon fibre & kevlar spider-like open lattice tube design
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The new [$7000] Arantix Mountain Bike from Delta 7 Sports 
features a patented IsoTruss® carbon fiber and Kevlar spider web-
like open lattice tube design to create a unique frame and a bike 
that is lighter and stronger than almost any other. 
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Throwing mud…
• It would look good full of mud and would probably weigh a ton 
• Ah, the condom frame (as it needs one to protect tubes from mud).
• How are you supposed to polish it - it wouldn't shine. 
• It is coyote ugly 
• Seems like a science project gone big
• It just doesn�t make sense to me how this can justify $7k
• The world�s most expensive cheese grater
• The frames come apart at the joints of the head tube (I chipped my tooth)
• Trusses lose strength quickly when you start taking pieces out
• It is really light - like plastic
• The world�s first chicken-wire bike
• You wouldn’t want to land on the top tube after a chain slip!
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They decide to go for ‘it’

• What is ‘it’? 
• Certainly, to get bikes into the hands of 

serious mountain bikers. 
• But what activities should the ‘business’:
– do itself (build capacity)
– partner (persuade or leave to others)

• Critical question – who’s the ‘customer?
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Do themselves or ‘partner’
• A number of options:
– R&D only – ‘license’ to tube manufacturers
– Make tubes & sell to cycle manufacturers
– Make bikes and sell OEM to brands
– Own brand, own bikes, sell through distributors
– Everything – sell direct on line 

• Does ‘choice’ determine nature of customer?
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R&D Tubes Bikes Brand Distribute Ride!

R&D Tubes Bikes Brand Distribute Ride!

R&D Tubes Bikes Brand Distribute Ride!

R&D Tubes Bikes Brand Distribute Ride!

InfluencerCustomerYou doKey:



What would you like in return?

• Nature of reward:
– Cash?
– Research funding?
– Relationship?
– Consultancy?

• Structure of reward:
– Up front (product sale)
– Delayed (value based) e.g. royalty
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So, where are we?
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Elements of the Business Model. 

1. Initial Application
2. Initial market (segment)
3. What you do, where you partner (initially)
4. How you benefit
5. Investment needs. 
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Hypothesising an application
• One technology - multiple applications
• Some ‘better’ than others
• Resources scarce, so choices have to be made. 
• Often ‘killer app’ emerges from conversations…
• … but you need to have a ‘Plan A’ to ‘test’. 
• It’s only a starting hypothesis – you usually end up:

– With narrower or more specific application (bike -> 
mountain bike).

– Finding a better application (after conversations or 
research)

– Giving up, because you find a fatal flaw.  
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Promising applications
• Solving a real ‘pain’.
• Compelling benefits (& no showstoppers)
• Few competing ways of doing the same thing.
• Technology holds key to new application
• Replacement product (doesn’t disrupt whole value chain). 
• Speed to ‘market’
• Investment needed to get to ‘market’
• Entrepreneur connectedness (existing relationships)
• What inventors want to do (motivation, drive) 



Hypothesising a Market
• Separate out 
– Application (what it does)
– Market (lead users, heavy users, rich users) 

characteristics of lead users).
• Identifying ‘market’ leads you to:
– Find actual target customers (to speak to, test)
– A targeted development plan that adds value 
– Gain respect of investors who:

• hate the ‘x% of Y’ (where Y is zillions)
• Respect ‘X% of y’ (where y are heavy users). 

– Know the value of what you’ve got.
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Promising markets
• Lots (and growing) number of users
• History of adopting new approaches, competitive
• Can demonstrate/prove real benefit
• Simple (individual) decision making process
• Minimal behaviour change required. 
• Low ‘acquisition costs’ (reach users easily)
• Existing ‘community’,  users learn from each other.
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Scope of your business 
(what you do, what others do)

• Rarely will you build a vertically integrated 
business

• Nor is this practical, sensible or affordable. 
• Where in �value chain� should your business:

– Build capacity
– Buy on open market (reliable commodities)
– Sub-contract 
– Partner, JV (e.g. license, franchise, buy investment)
– Use customers to innovate, provide content)
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How you determine ‘scope’
• Some considerations:

– Strategy – danger giving away �power� (�e.g. primacy with customer�)

– Robustness of �assets� - idea, IP, relationships…
– Existence of �willing others� in value chain
– Ability to write �contingent� (enforceable) contracts
– Comparative advantage (of founders)
– Cash - can you afford to build capability? 
– Window of opportunity – time to build capability. 

• You usually change scope as you:
– understand industry structure
– find partners who you like, trust. 
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Why does it matter?
• Defines:

– Who your �customers�are

– The relationships you need to build

– The deals you’ll have to do

– The cash you�ll need to raise

– Risks (of being squeezed out)

• Determines:
– Who your immediate customers are

– Who and what the venture is dependent on

– Key relationships you need to form (and thus test … will they or 

won’t they). 

• Impacts investment (the more you do or pay for, 

the more you need pre-revenue).
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�Revenue model�
• Thinking about how you’ll capture value:

– Type of return you want
– Structure, timing of that return. 

• Revenue model impacts:
– Adoption rates (barrier to trial, information 

asymmetry…)
– Complexity of contracts (to prevent opportunism).
– Behaviours you need from customers
– Investment required (if ‘cash later’ model)

• So it’s part of the ‘value proposition’. 



Some alternatives

• Consider:
– Sell outright for cash (‘product sale’)

– License for royalty (‘value sale’)

– Pay per use, per prosecution…

– Give away to establish ‘sticky’ platform

– Use data to publish, improve technology

– Money for training

– Free basic, charge for add-ons (‘freemium’)

– Low cost to maximise impact.

• Does choice impact ‘value proposition?
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Investment model

• Investments needs follow choices of:
– Application (development costs)
– Market (marketing costs)
– Scope (internal capacity to build)
– Revenue model (especially timing of return)

• But availability of investment sometimes 
constrains these choices
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To conclude
• This commercial hypothesis framework:
– Is an agenda for discussion 
– Leads to action (what next)
– Helps us to understand the value of our venture
– Enables a more precise development plan
– Creates a far better (precise) ‘Plan A’ hypothesis to test. 

• Understanding of ‘value chain’:
– Enables us to figure out our role
– Determine customers
– Reach a ‘better’ deal/relationship.
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